A substantial body of evidence suggests positive effects of acute aerobic exercise (AAE) on subsequent higher cognitive functions in healthy young adults. These effects are widely understood as a result of the ongoing physiological adaptation processes induced by the preceding AAE. However, designs of published studies do not control for placebo, Hawthorne and subject expectancy effects. Therefore, these studies do not, at a high degree of validity, allow attributing effects of AEE on subsequent cognitive performance to exercise induced physical arousal. In the present study, we applied a randomized controlled blinded experiment to provide robust evidence for a physiological basis of exercise induced cognitive facilitation. Beyond that, the dose response relationship between AAE's intensity and subsequent cognitive performances as well as a potentially mediating role of peripheral lactate in AAE induced cognitive facilitation was investigated. The 121 healthy young subjects who participated in this study were assigned randomly into 3 exercise groups and a selfmyofascial release training control group. Exercise groups comprised a low, moderate and high intensity condition in which participants cycled on an ergometer at a heart rate corresponding to 45-50%, 65-70% and 85-90% of their individual maximum heart rate, respectively, for 35 minutes. Participants assigned to the control group completed a 35 minute instructed self-massage intervention using a foam roll. Before and after treatment, participants completed computer based versions of the Stroop task and the Trail Making Test as well as a free recall task. None of the applied exercise regimes exerted a significant effect on participants'performance at any of the applied cognitive testing procedure if compared to self-myofascial release training control group. Post hoc power analyses revealed no effect in the population of f = .2 or larger at a risk of type II error (β physiological adaptations to AAE in reported AAE induced cognitive facilitation, in this study, peripheral lactate could not be confirmed as such a factor. Peripheral lactate concentrations and cognitive testing performances after exercise showed rather small empirical and no significant associations. Our results suggest that other psychosocial aspects like expectations and social attention play an important role in AAE induced cognitive facilitation.
A substantial body of evidence suggests positive effects of acute aerobic exercise (AAE) on subsequent higher cognitive functions in healthy young adults. These effects are widely understood as a result of the ongoing physiological adaptation processes induced by the preceding AAE. However, designs of published studies do not control for placebo, Hawthorne and subject expectancy effects. Therefore, these studies do not, at a high degree of validity, allow attributing effects of AEE on subsequent cognitive performance to exercise induced physical arousal. In the present study, we applied a randomized controlled blinded experiment to provide robust evidence for a physiological basis of exercise induced cognitive facilitation. Beyond that, the dose response relationship between AAE's intensity and subsequent cognitive performances as well as a potentially mediating role of peripheral lactate in AAE induced cognitive facilitation was investigated. The 121 healthy young subjects who participated in this study were assigned randomly into 3 exercise groups and a selfmyofascial release training control group. Exercise groups comprised a low, moderate and high intensity condition in which participants cycled on an ergometer at a heart rate corresponding to 45-50%, 65-70% and 85-90% of their individual maximum heart rate, respectively, for 35 minutes. Participants assigned to the control group completed a 35 minute instructed self-massage intervention using a foam roll. Before and after treatment, participants completed computer based versions of the Stroop task and the Trail Making Test as well as a free recall task. None of the applied exercise regimes exerted a significant effect on participants'performance at any of the applied cognitive testing procedure if compared to self-myofascial release training control group. Post hoc power analyses revealed no effect in the population of f = .2 or larger at a risk of type II error (β) .183 for all measured variables. Our results, therefore, indicate that AAE induced cognitive facilitation is not (exclusively) based on physiological effects. Even if there is a substantial contribution of
Introduction
Acute aerobic exercise (AAE) was reported to improve basic information processing speed [1] as well as higher cognitive functions like attention [2] , memory [3] and executive functioning [4] in young healthy adults. These positive effects of AAE on subsequent cognitive processes are widely understood as a result of the ongoing physiological adaptation processes induced by the preceding acute physical exertion [1, [5] [6] [7] . Several physiological processes, on the one hand, known to be acutely affected by aerobic exercise and, on the other hand, known (or at least suspected) to positively influence CNS functioning are discussed as potential mediators of exercise induced cognitive facilitation. Amongst others, increase in cerebral blood flow [8] and improved metabolic status of cerebral neurons [7] are favored explanations for AAE induced cognitive facilitation.
However, compared to animal studies, solid evidence about these physiological processes potentially underlying AAE induced cognitive facilitation in humans is sparse. This is because techniques to directly investigate those mechanisms are hardly feasible in human studies. Invasive procedures (e.g. withdrawal of blood samples from internal jugular vein, brain biopsy, lactate infusion etc.) would be required which cannot easily be implemented. Against this backdrop, research on AAE induced cognitive facilitation on the basis of a physiological rational depends on designs that comprise exercise and control conditions fulfilling the ceteris paribus clause in terms of all other potential mediators (e.g. participants'expectations, social attention etc.) but differing in terms of participants'physiological arousal.
However, existing studies with healthy young adults are far from testing the effects of AAE on subsequent cognitive performances in relation to a control group that provokes similar expectations and shows comparable social attention. Typically, a passive control group was applied. Participants were instructed to sit on their own in a waiting room [3, 6, 7, 9, 10] or on an ergometer [11] [12] [13] [14] for approximately the amount of time experimental group participants exercised. With these research designs, one might legitimately argue that positive effects of AAE on subsequent cognition are not due to the physiological effects of the preceding exercise but rather to exercise group participants'positive expectations of the treatment in the sense of a placebo effect [15] . Moreover, one might argue that the effects could be a result of the close supervision exercise group participants received during treatment while control group participants were left to their own devices [16] .
In some studies that reported positive effects of AAE on subsequent cognition, control group participants were instructed to read or watch a video [4, 12, [17] [18] [19] [20] . Here, control group participants received an active treatment. However, it remains questionable if reading or watching a video raises similar positive expectations of treatment induced cognitive benefits among control group participants compared to how exercise treatment does among exercise group participants. If Hawthorne effect related bias can be ruled out with these control groups seems even more questionable and one might even suspect the control group treatment (reading or watching a video) to be cognitive demanding deteriorating subsequent cognitive performances.
Murray and Russoniello [2] had control group participants monitor experimental group participants' heart rate and keep up their motivation during exercise sessions. With this approach Murray and Russoniello [2] aimed to keep control group participants' mentally active while the exercise group completed their bout. However, if this design fulfills ceteris paribus clause in terms of other potential mediators seems also highly questionable.
Moreover, existing studies on the effects of AAE on subsequent cognitive performances in healthy young adults can be considered open trials. Participants were either directly informed about researchers' hypothesis [3, 6, 7, 9, 10] or they could easily derive it from context [2, [11] [12] [13] [14] . With these designs, it cannot be ruled out that subject expectancy effects underlie detected positive effects of AAE on subsequent cognitive performances rather than physiological adaptations to preceding exercise.
In the light of the forgoing, the primary aim of this study was to investigate the effect of AAE on subsequent cognitive performances applying a research design that, at a high degree of validity, allows attributing effects of AAE on cognition to the physiological impact of the preceding exertion. It was hypothesized that reported positive effects of AAE on subsequent cognitive performances can also be detected if AAE is tested against a placebo control treatment in a blinded experiment. This would provide robust evidence for a physiological basis of exercise induced cognitive facilitation. In the present study, an instructed self-massage intervention using a foam roll was selected as placebo control treatment. Self-massage foam roll intervention was selected as placebo control treatment for the following three reasons: (i) foam roll treatments have become a common practice in professional sports and recreational exercise [21] and therefore might raise similar positive expectations in participants compared to exercise treatment; (ii) all participants receive a comparable amount of attention by the experimenter since both interventions, foam roll treatment and cycle ergometer exercise, are closely supervised; (iii) the here applied foam roll treatment does not induce physiological arousal (controlled by heart rate and peripheral lactate measurement). A wide range of cognitive domains was tested. Computerized versions of the Stroop task, the Trail Making Test (TMT) and a free recall test were used demanding executive functioning subdomains interference control (Stroop task) and set-shifting (TMT part B) as well as selective attention (Stroop task and TMT-A) and declarative memory (free recall test).
Second aim of the present study was to investigate the dose-response relationship between AAE's intensity and subsequent cognitive performances. The extent of the physiological adaptations to acute exercise discussed as potential mediators of subsequent cognitive facilitation [5, 17] is highly dependent on exercise's intensity [22] . Therefore, an intensity dependent effect of AAE on subsequent cognitive performance was hypothesized. In the present study, besides placebo control group (CG), a low intensity (LI), a moderate intensity (MI) and a high intensity exercise group (HI) were realized and participants were randomly assigned to one of these four groups.
Third aim of the present study was to investigate peripheral lactate as potential mediator of exercise induced cognitive facilitation as was recently proposed by Skriver and colleagues [7] . With exhaustive cardiovascular exercise, during which large muscle groups are activated and anaerobic metabolism prevails, peripheral lactate levels increase significantly and remain elevated for some time after exercise [23] . It was shown that during such intense exercise and subsequent recovery period the brain takes up large amounts of the peripherally originated lactate [24] . Regarding the significance of lactate for CNS functioning, research has well established that not glucose but lactate is neurons´preferred energy source in the brain [25] [26] [27] . Against this backdrop, in the present study, we looked for potential correlations between peripheral lactate concentrations and cognitive testing scores (Stroop, TMT and free recall) hypothesizing positive associations.
Materials and Methods

Sample size calculation
Prior to data collection, a power analysis was conducted to determine that particular sample size needed to detect an effect of defined size with a certain probability (statistical test-power: 1-β) as far as this effect really does exist in the population. Current research literature reports small to moderate positive effects of AAE on subsequent higher cognitive performances [2, 5] . Main hypothesis of the present study was that these effects can still be detected if tested against a placebo control group in a double-blind experiment. Accordingly, an effect of f = .2 which corresponds to a small to moderate effect following Cohens'classification [28] was used for this study's power analysis. Furthermore, statistical test-power was set at .95 and significance level (α) was set at .05. Based on recently published results [29] correlation of participants´testing scores at t 0 and at t 1 was estimated at r = .45 for all cognitive tests applied in this study. A 2x4 mixed analysis of variance (mixed ANOVA) including within-subjects factor time-point (t 0 vs. t 1 ) and betweensubjects factor treatment (CG vs. LI vs. MI vs. HI) was conducted for data analysis in this study. Therefore, according to our hypothesis, power analysis was conducted for detecting potential interaction effect on cognitive testing performance. It was revealed that 124 participants evenly distributed over the four groups would be required to achieve desired statistical test-power. Test power calculations were conducted using free of charge available statistical test-power computation software GPower 3 [30] .
Participants
The experimental protocol was approved by the ethics committee of the German Sports Science University (Cologne, Germany). One hundred and thirty participants were recruited via announcements of the study in courses at the German Sport Science University and in training sessions of local sports associations. All subjects of the present study participated voluntarily. Students did not receive course credit or comparable advantage for participation. In accordance to the declaration of Helsinki, all participants signed written informed consent prior to participation (S1 and S2).
Subjects were excluded from study participation if they were younger than 18 or older than 35 years of age, had a Body Mass Index (BMI) below 18 or above 30, were pregnant or consumed any illegal drug or prescription medication (other than anti-baby-pill) during previous month. Furthermore, exclusion criteria comprised acute infections, any history of or acute cardiopulmonary, metabolic, neurological or psychiatric diseases, experience with the applied cognitive tests or any limitation in the ability to exercise or complete the cognitive testing procedures. Based on these criteria, 6 subjects were excluded from study participation (3 participants reported a chronic neurological disease or acute neurological symptoms like headache or vertigo, 2 participants reported to suffer from an acute phase of mild depression and 1 participant reported consumption of cannabis during previous month). Furthermore, complete data sets of 3 participants were lost due to technical problems, leading to a total sample size of 121. Detailed descriptive and anthropometric data of tested sample are shown in Table 1 .
Potential confounding factors
In the present study, potential confounding factors were supposed to be controlled through randomization. Participants were allocated into treatment groups using an adaptive biased-coin randomization method (urn randomization) [31] . To check if randomization procedure was successful several factors potentially influencing AAE induced cognitive facilitation were measured and tested for imbalances between treatment groups.
Demographic and anthropometric variables
Demographic variables age, gender, education level and current occupation were determined through self-reporting. Education level was divided into "no high school diploma" (less than 10 years of school education) (coded as 1), "high school diploma after 10 years of school" (coded as 2), "high school diploma after 12 or 13 years of school" (coded as 3), "completed apprenticeship" (coded as 4), "university degree" (coded as 5). Current occupation was divided into "sports-student", "student of other discipline", "PhD-student" and "employed person". Participants'height and weight were measured in the laboratory. Body mass index (BMI) was computed by dividing weight by the square of height (kg/m 2 ).
Intelligence
It was shown that intelligence predicts participants'performances at all cognitive testing procedures applied in the present study [32] [33] [34] . Therefore, potentially confounding influence of participants'intelligence was analyzed. Intelligence was captured using the Multiple Choice Vocabulary Test Version B (MWT-B) [35] .
Fitness level
Participants'fitness level was assessed applying a graded exercise test (GXT) on a stationary cycle ergometer (Lode Excalibur Sport, Groningen, Netherlands) until participants reached volitional exhaustion. GXT was applied at least two days prior to actual testing and was conducted according to the following protocol: beginning at 50 watts; increase of 30 watts every three minutes; constant pedaling at 70 rounds per minute (rpm). As measure of physical fitness watts per kilogram of bodyweight (w/Kg) were calculated for each participant for the last completed step at GXT (see Table 1 ).
Physical arousal
In the present study, it was hypothesized that physical arousal due to preceding physical activity causes cognitive facilitation. Therefore, potential differences between treatment groups at baseline regarding measures of physical arousal (here: HR and peripheral lactate levels) were investigated.
Cognitive performances at baseline
Given present study's design comprising two points of measurement (t 0 vs. t 1 ), it is fundamental to check for potential baseline test score differences between treatment groups before coming to any conclusions about weather exercise affects subsequent cognition.
Experimental procedure
Data were collected individually within two visits at the Institute of Sports Medicine and Circulation Research of the German Sport Science University. On their first visit to the laboratory, participants were handed out an information sheet containing detailed description of intended study procedures. Participants were given sufficient time to read through the information sheet carefully and they had opportunity to address any questions or concerns about participation. It should be noted that researcher's hypothesis was neither disclosed to participants in advertisement for study participation nor in information sheet. After participants signed written informed consent, their height and weight were measured. Subsequently, questionnaires concerning demographics, health status, medical history and further exclusion criteria were conducted as interview in order to ensure complete information and quick detection of any exclusion criterion. As far as participants'information did not interfere with above described exclusion criteria, GXT was conducted.
On their second visit to the laboratory, participants were initially interviewed concerning potential changes to their health status. Subsequently, participants completed the MWT-B questionnaire. After participants changed into their sportswear, they completed the baseline assessment (t 0 ) comprising the following procedures 20 μl withdrawal of capillary blood from earlobe to determine participants' LAC, HR measurement, cognitive testing. After that, participants assigned to one of the three exercise groups performed a 35 minutes training session on the stationary cycle ergometer while CG participants completed a 35 minutes instructed selfmassage intervention using a foam roll (Blackroll, Bottighofen, Swiss). After intervention, participants completed the post-assessment (t 1 ) comprising the exact same procedures as at t 0 . It should be noted that cognitive testing was conducted 10 minutes after exercise cessation. To ensure blinding was as effective as possible cognitive testing staff as well as treatment instructors were not aware of the research hypothesis.
Intervention
Exercise groups (LI, MI and HI) were established on the basis of individual maximum HR (HR max ) participants had achieved during preceded GXT. Participants assigned to LI exercised at 45-50%, participants assigned to MI at 65-70% and participants assigned to HI at 85-90% of their HR max . Exercise session started with a 5 minutes warm up during which participants cycled at 25 watts and were instructed to constantly pedal at 70 rpm. At the end of the warm up interval, wattage was gradually increased by laboratory staff until participants reached their targeted HR range. In order to assure compliance with particular exercise group's intensity, participants'HR was monitored throughout the whole training session. It was aimed to keep participants within a mid-level of their HR window. Therefore, laboratory staff increased/ decreased wattage whenever participants' HR decreased/increased. Participants cycled 30 minutes within the HR range they were assigned to. Exercise interval of 35 minutes was chosen for the following two reasons: (i) it is long enough for most physiological adaptations to physical exertion to run several minutes at a steady state [22] ; (ii) it does not induce severe fatigue or dehydration in normal weight healthy young adults; (iii) it keeps participants expenditure of time at reasonable expenses. As CG treatment, a 35-minutes self-massage session using a foam roll guided by an experienced instructor was realized. In order to avoid considerable increase in participants' physical arousal during CG treatment, very low intensity self-massage exercises were selected exclusively. Treatments were carried out by a total of three different persons (student assistants experienced in ergometer and black roll training). Instructors were not restricted to one specific treatment but carried out all four treatments approximately in equal parts (as can be seen from supplemental data set 1)
Cognitive assessments
All tests applied in this study were computer based. Stroop task and Langensteinbacher version of the TMT (TMT-L) [36] were operated via computerized testing platform Wiener Test-System (WTS) (Schuhfried, Vienna, Austria) while free recall task was applied using Microsoft PowerPoint. In order not to be compelled to switch between different computer programs and thereby to avoid distracting participants, Stroop task and TMT-L were always administered preceding free recall task. Thus, only order of Stroop task and TMT-L was counterbalanced across participants while free recall was always administered last. Cognitive assessment in this study exclusively comprised Stroop task, TMT and free recall task. Duration of cognitive testing at each time-point (t 0 and t 1 ) was approximately 20 minutes. Cognitive testing was carried out by a total of four different persons (student assistants experienced with the here applied testing software). Test supervisors are roughly distributed to the four experimental conditions in equal parts.
Stroop task. In the present study, the German version of the computerized Stroop task from the WTS was applied [37] . This Stroop task uses four different colors (red, blue, green and yellow) and comprises the following conditions: reading color words displayed in black font color (reading baseline), naming ink color of differently colored rectangles (naming baseline), naming ink color of color words in incongruent format (Stroop condition). Conditions are tested in separate consecutive testing blocks (order as above). Each testing block comprises 128 items which are presented in the center of the upper third of the screen one after another. Participants react using a special keyboard which comprises four correspondingly colored buttons. Before actual testing a training period is conducted comprising 25 items. However, actual testing only starts if testing software detects rule comprehension and habituation. Otherwise, practice trial is expanded.
WTS Stroop testing software provides the medians of participants' reaction time (RT) at reading baseline (RT reading ) and at naming baseline condition (RT naming ). Furthermore, it computes a Stroop effect variable (Stroop) as measure of interference control by subtracting RT naming from median RT at Stroop condition. All those 3 variables were included into further analyses. Manual of the here applied Stroop task reports Cronbach's alpha values for provided variables between .93 and .99 [37] indicating excellent internal consistency.
Trail Making Test. In the present study, two parallel versions of the TMT-L in counterbalanced order operated via WTS (Schuhfried, Vienna, Austria) were applied. TMT-L contains all features of former paper-pencil versions of the TMT [38] . In TMT-L part A, targets are randomly distributed numbers from 1 to 25 which participants are supposed to connect as quickly and correctly as possible in ascending order. In TMT-L part B, targets are randomly distributed numbers (1 to 13) and letters (A to L) which participants are supposed to connect as quickly and correctly as possible in ascending order alternating between numbers and letters. Each mistake is immediately pointed out by the software through an acoustic signal and must be instantly corrected before proceeding. Before actual testing a training period is conducted comprising example problems with 9 numbers (part A) and 5 numbers/4 letter (part B), respectively. However, actual testing only starts if testing software detects rule comprehension and habituation. Otherwise, practice trial is expanded.
The time participants require completing TMT part A had been described as a valid measure of selective attention [39] while the time participants require completing TMT part B had been described as valid measure of executive functioning subdomain set-shifting [39] . TMT-L testing software provides participants'time needed for completing part A (TMT-L A) and participants'time needed for completing part B (TMT-L B). Both those variables were used for further analyses. TMT-L testing manual reports a greatest lower bound of .95 for TMT-L A and of .84 for TMT-L B [36] indicating good to excellent reliability.
Free recall task. For the free recall task of the present study two 40-item word lists were created as parallel forms (see procedure at Behrendt [40] ). Application of lists at t 0 and at t 1 was counterbalanced across participants. For each participant and each list, words were presented in random order. Participants started testing by pressing the left mouse key. Before the first word, an attentional cue ("attention") was presented in the center of the screen for 4 seconds. After that, words were presented one after another. Each word was presented individually in 48-point black colored Arial font in the center of the screen against white background for 4 seconds. Following the last word a 90 seconds consolidation period was provided during which participants were allowed but not specifically instructed to rehearse the list (compare to procedure at Coles & Tomporowski [12] ). Then, a sentence on the screen instructed participants to verbally recall as many words from the list, in any order, using a built in computer microphone that recorded participants recall. When participants did not recall a word for longer than 20 seconds they were asked by the test instructor if they could recall any more items. If they did not recall anymore items for another 10 seconds recall period was ended. Words were considered correct if they were present in the to-be remembered list, with minor pronunciation errors and plural-singular substitutions ignored. Variables collected and used for further analyzing in the present study were number of words recalled from primacy portion (first 10 words of the list) (primacy words), number of words recalled from the middle section (middle words) and number of words recalled from recency portion (last 10 words of the list) (recency words). Furthermore, total number of words recalled from the list (words total) was captured and analyzed as comprehensive measure of declarative long-term memory performance. Recordings of participants'free recall performances were evaluated by two independent, blinded investigators. In case of differing evaluation between investigators, the mean of both ratings was calculated and used for further analysis.
Data analysis
Potential baseline differences between treatment groups in age, height, weight, BMI, MWT-B scores, w/Kg and cognitive testing scores were investigated using separate one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs). Basic parametric statistical models'assumption of normality was not further investigated. Due to central limit theorem, we assumed approximate normality of sampling distribution. Moreover, ANOVA was shown to be robust to violations of normality assumption as long as groups sizes are (fairly) equal (for overview see Field [41] ). ANOVA assumption of homogenous variances for between-subjects factor levels was tested using Levene test and, in case of inhomogeneous variances, F-test was adjusted using Brown-Forsythe F (F BF ). Partial eta-square (η 2 p ) values are reported as effect size estimates. Potential baseline difference between treatment groups regarding education level were analyzed using separate Kruskal-Wallis test. Potential baseline differences regarding distribution of gender and current occupation were investigated using separate Fischer's exact tests.
As measure of the extent of absolute agreement between the two independent, blinded investigators evaluating the recordings of participants' free recall performances interclass correlation coefficients (ICC) as well as their confidence intervals (reported in square brackets) were calculated. To determine the effect of treatment on HR, LAC and cognitive testing outcomes separate 2x4 mixed ANOVAs were conducted. For the above reasons, assumption of normality within each cell was not investigated. Again, ANOVA assumption of homogenous variances for between-group factor levels was tested using Levene test and, in case of inhomogeneous variances, F-test was adjusted using Brown-Forsythe F (F BF ). η 2 p values are reported as effect size estimates. If 2x4 mixed ANOVA revealed a significant time-point Ã treatment interaction effect on any variable, this effect was further investigated carrying out Bonferroni corrected post hoc pairwise comparisons of baseline-post-assessment difference values (Δ-values). Δ-values were always calculated by subtracting baseline values from post assessment values. Furthermore, in case of significant interaction effect, the course of Δ-value means from CG to HI was investigated using trend analysis (polynomial contrasts).
To explore potential association between LAC and cognitive performances at t 1 Pearson´s bivariate correlation coefficients were calculated separately for each treatment group and tested for significance using general linear model. Assumption of normality had not been tested for above mentioned reasons. Alpha error accumulation was controlled through Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [42] . Due to the explorative nature of the correlational analyses a quite high false discovery rate was chosen (Q = .2).
For all inferential statistical analyses, significance was defined as p-value less than .05. All descriptive and inferential statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS 221 (IBM1, Armonk, NY, USA).Two-tailed probability tests were used throughout all inferential statistical testing.
Results
Post hoc power analyses
Statistical test power for detection of a time-point Ã treatment interaction effect on cognitive performance at a 2x4 mixed ANOVA was analyzed separately for each cognitive testing outcome. Post hoc power analyses were conducted for decreasing effect sizes (f = .2; f = .15; f = .1) with significance level set at .05, achieved sample size of N = 121 and empirical correlations between specific test scores at t 0 and at t 1 (see Table 2 ) considered. It was revealed that an effect of f = .2, provided this effect really does exist on the population level, would have been detected in the present study with a statistical test power of .82 to .99. Even reducing the relevant effect size to f = .15, statistical test power stayed above common limit value of .8 [39] for all cognitive testing variables but TMT-L B (1-β = .78), primacy words (1-β = .55), middle words (1-β = .55) and recency words (1-β = .6). Further reducing relevant effect size to f = .1, however, decreased statistical test power below .8 for all cognitive testing variables but RT reading (1-β = .91). Detailed results of post hoc power analyses are displayed in Table 2 .
Potential confounders
Separately conducted one-way ANOVAs revealed no significant differences among treatment groups regarding age, height, weight, BMI, MWT-B scores, w/KG, HR, LAC as well as free recall, Stroop and TMT-L results at t 0 (F(3, 117) = .052-2.649, p = .052-.984, η 2 p = .001-.064) (for weight and w/KG violation of assumption of homogenous variances was detected through significant Levene test. Therefore, F-test was adjusted using Brown-Forsythe F for these variables). However, for participants'BMI (p = .061) and TMT-L B score (p = .052) at baseline nonsignificant trends were found. Concerning participants'education level as well as distribution of gender and current occupation, treatment groups also did not deviate significantly from each other as was shown through Kruskal-Wallis test (H(3) = 3.8, p = .2) and Fischer's exact tests, respectively (p = .559-.767). Descriptive statistical parameters of central tendency and dispersion for potential confounds separated into treatment groups are presented in Table 1 . (Fig 1) . Trend analysis of treatment groups'Δ-HR values revealed that the course of increase in mean Δ-HR values from CG to HI significantly fits a linear (F(1, 117) = 150.915, p < .001) as well as a quadratic trend (F(1, 117) = 20.17, p < .001). Associations between LAC and cognitive performances. Empirical associations between LAC and cognitive performances at t 1 were rather small (r = -.392-.338). Even though a fairly high false discovery rate was applied (Q = .2), none of these associations reached statistical significance when controlling alpha error accumulation through Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. Detailed results of correlation analysis are displayed in Table 3 . 
Discussion
Acute exercise induced cognitive facilitation is widely understood as a result of physiological adaptations to the preceding physical exertion [1, [5] [6] [7] . However, published studies on the effects of AAE on subsequent cognition in healthy young adults do not allow such a conclusion since they did not control for placebo, Hawthorne and subject expectancy effects. Against this backdrop, primary aim of the present study was to apply a research design that, at a high degree of validity, allows attributing effects of AAE on cognition to the physiological impact of the preceding exertion and therefore provide robust evidence for a physiological basis of exercise induced cognitive facilitation. Furthermore, an intensity-dependent AAE induced cognitive facilitation and a mediating role of peripheral lactate was hypothesized.
Different to what was expected, reported AAE induced cognitive facilitation in healthy young adults could not be replicated in the present study. None of the here applied AAE intensities did significantly improve subsequent cognitive testing performances if compared to instructed self-myofascial release training control group. Present study's power analysis allows concluding that the here applied exercise regimes have no effect of f = .2 or larger on subsequent Stroop, TMT-L or free recall performances if compared to a not physically arousing foam roll self-massage intervention taking into account a risk of type II error (β) .183. Accordingly, one might argue that AAE induced cognitive facilitation is not due to physiological processes induced by preceding exercise. However, before one draws this conclusion a closer look should be taken on some critical aspects of the present study.
Chang and colleagues [5] discovered in their meta-analysis that cognitive test administration 11 to 20 minutes after cessation of exercise generally results in the biggest effects and that these effects subside following a longer (>20 min) delay. In the present study, cognitive testing was conducted 10 minutes after exercise and TMT and Stroop task were always administered before free recall task. Duration of TMT and Stroop task was about 10 minutes falling right into the window of the greatest expected effects. However, free recall task was administered at a delay of about 20 minutes after exercise cessation potentially explaining why exercise did not exert a positive effect on participants'performance at that task. It remains unclear how comparable exercise and control treatment were in terms of biasing psychosocial stimuli. It cannot be ruled out that instructed self-massage foam roll intervention has raised much higher expectations of positive effects on subsequent cognitive performances and, accordingly, had been more biased by placebo effect than exercise intervention. This argument becomes all the more important since recently there is a trend to investigate and promote the effect of mindfulness inducing activities like meditation and yoga on subsequent cognition [43] . Possibly, participants interpreted self-massage foam roll intervention as such a LAC = whole blood lactate concentration; t 1 = assessment after intervention, Rank = rank of p-values ordered from smallest to largest; m = number of tests; (i/m)Q = Benjamini-Hochberg critical value; CG = control group, LI = low intensity group, MI = moderate intensity group, HI = high intensity group mindfulness inducing activity and, accordingly, developed positive expectation of cognitive benefits. In a recently published study Stothart and colleagues [44] showed that a non-aerobic training intervention comprising yoga, balance and stretching exercises (3x/week for 6 months) raised higher expectations regarding cognitive benefits in elderly than an aerobic training intervention (3x/week for 6 months). However, this study by Stothart et al. looked for expectations of training and not acute exercise induced benefits in elderly and not in young healthy adults, it did not list testing procedure applied here and, even more important, looked for expectations of different exercise contents to facilitate cognition. Furthermore, it cannot be ruled out that participants during instructed self-massage foam roll intervention gained more attention than participants during exercise treatments and therefore might have become more prone to Hawthorne effect related bias. Similarly, one might argue that instructed self-massage foam roll intervention required a higher level of attention and alertness from participants than what exercising on a cycle ergometer did and that these differences affected subsequent cognitive testing performances. However, despite potential advantages for control group regarding psychosocial stimuli that might have made up for potential physiological benefits of the exercise treatments our results indicate that AAE induced cognitive facilitation is not exclusively based on physiological effects. Other psychosocial aspects seem to play an equal role. Therefore, future studies should further investigate potential physiological basis of exercise induced cognitive facilitation but should also explicitly investigate psychosocial factors like expectations, social attention and psychological arousal. In this context, psychological arousal theories might be applied as theoretical framework. Optimizing exercise interventions not only in terms of physiological responses but also in terms of an ideal psychosocial environment might help physical activity become a potential optimization tool for subsequent cognitive challenges in academic contexts and professional fields (e.g. aviation and military) as has recently been proposed [13] .
Last but not least, participants might not have been sufficiently habituated to cognitive testing procedures with the preceding training period and, therefore, changes from t 0 to t 1 might reflect learning instead of actual improvement of the critical cognitive performance. That issue has not yet been properly addressed in the acute exercise-cognition literature. Learning could include e.g. motoric aspects of operating the computer test device. Learning effects are a problem since applied treatments might induce different effects on learning making it a confounding factor. It was shown, however, that exercise improves learning [3] . Accordingly, it seems more likely that confounding due to learning was in favor of the here applied AAE regimes. Still, future studies should familiarize participants to the applied cognitive testing procedures to eliminate potential confounding by learning and provide data showing that habitation was successful.
In the present study, peripheral lactate could not be confirmed as mediator of exercise induced cognitive facilitation. A significant positive association between peripheral lactate and cognitive testing performances could not be shown for any treatment group and any cognitive testing variable. Possibly, the duration between elevated peripheral lactate levels during treatment and subsequent cognitive testing was too short. Peripheral lactate is transported actively across the blood brain barrier (BBB) through monocarboxylate transporter (MCT) 1 [45] . This process and the uptake of lactate from the intercellular space into neurons take time. Peripheral lactate might, therefore, become a more effective mediator of AAE induced cognitive facilitation if the cognitive challenges come with a longer break after the acute exercise. Future studies should investigate the role of peripheral lactate in sustained effects of exercise on subsequent cognition.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the present study raises doubts that AAE induced cognitive facilitation is (exclusively) based on physiological effects. Even if there is a substantial contribution of physiological adaptations to AAE in reported AAE induced cognitive facilitation, in this study, peripheral lactate could not be confirmed as such a factor. Our results suggest that other psychosocial aspects like expectations and social attention play an important role in AAE induced cognitive facilitation. 
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